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specific recognition, including differences in the ability
The DNA-binding properties of many ligands can be rational- to bend (3), and also because DNA can adopt higher-

ized on the basis of their structural and electronic complemen- order structures.
tarity with the functional groups present in the minor and major Molecular models have proved to be very useful for
grooves of particular DNA sequences. Specific hydrogen bonding understanding function of both proteins and nucleic
patterns are particularly useful for the purpose of sequence rec- acids at the atomic level. Detailed structural informa-
ognition. Less obvious, however, is the influence of base compo- tion about these macromolecules and their complexes
sition on the conformational preferences of individual base steps both with one another and with small ligands (e.g.,
and on the binding of intercalating moieties which become sand- enzyme inhibitors or DNA-binding drugs) is provided
wiched between contiguous base pairs. Improved knowledge of mostly by X-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic
stacking interactions may lead to a better understanding of the

resonance (NMR) techniques.architecture and inherent flexibility of particular DNA sequences
Many investigators strive to shed light on the forcesand may provide insight into the principles that dictate the struc-

that stabilize nucleic acids and on those that accounttural changes and specificity patterns observed in the binding
for the binding properties of these biopolymers in solu-of some intercalating ligands to DNA. q 1998 Academic Press

tion. Computer simulations and theoretical calcula-
tions provide information that can be of value for un-
derstanding the nature and relative magnitude of these
forces. In the case of ligand binding, the aim is to estab-
lish a theoretically sound basis for the observed bindingThe genetic material in living cells is made up of
specifities, for the measured differences in binding af-deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), a storage site for nucleo-
finity among related ligands, and for the conforma-tide sequence information, the integrity and retrieval
tional changes that accompany complex formation. Aof which rely on its interaction with proteins and other
number of predictions can then be made that can beligands. These interactions imply mutual recognition
directly tested by experiment.that in some cases can be very specific.

From the pharmacological standpoint, many effec-At its lowest organization level, the well-defined
tive anticancer drugs in clinical use interact with DNA,three-dimensional structure of the DNA molecule is
and many do so through intercalation. Strictly speak-comparatively simpler than that of proteins: hydrogen-
ing, the sequences to which these drugs bind have tobonded base pairs are stacked like coins in a roll along
be viewed as acceptor sites rather than true receptors,the axis of a right-handed double helix with the sugar–
as their biological effects are exerted only through in-phosphate backbones of each strand on the outside,
terference with the recognition and function of DNA-winding up in antiparallel orientations (1). The in-
binding proteins (e.g., polymerases and topoisomer-terstrand hydrogen bonding patterns naturally impose
ases), which are probably the major determinants oflimitations on the ability of the base pairs to be used
selectivity at the cellular level. Improving our under-as molecular recognition targets, and so the features
standing of both the rules that govern the sequence-that first appeared to be recognized by sequence-spe-
specific binding to DNA of these and related small li-cific DNA-binding proteins and low-molecular-weight
gands and the underlying mechanisms that ultimatelyligands that show sequence selectivity were found
lead to cell death could be of considerable help in creat-along the major and the minor grooves that lie between
ing novel chemotherapeuticals using state-of-the-artthe phosphodiester linkages of both strands. This sim-
drug design strategies. To achieve this elusive goal, aple picture is, however, misleading as there exists a
close collaboration between workers from many disci-sequence-dependent microheterogeneity in double-he-

lical DNA (2) that provides an additional potential for plines using different theoretical and experimental ap-
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278 FEDERICO GAGO

proaches is now more than ever an essential prerequi- gree of rotation between successive base pairs (twist
angle) as well as distortions in the sugar–phosphatesite.

Many aspects of intercalation and stacking interac- backbone.
The concept of intercalation was first introducedtions have come under close scrutiny by theoretical

methods in recent years. The initial studies were lim- to explain the reversible and noncovalent binding of
some acridines to DNA (4). Many typical intercala-ited to models with single bases, nucleosides, or, at

best, dinucleotides, and solvent effects were neglected. tors consisting of three to four fused rings have a
strong tendency to absorb light at wavelengths lessThe advent of new methodologies and spectacular ad-

vances in high-performance computing and computer than 300 nm; for this reason their ring systems are
usually referred to as chromophores. This class ofgraphics have provided added impetus to the pace of

research in this area, and progress is booming. A brief DNA-binding ligands (Fig. 2) includes dyes (e.g.,
ethidium), mutagens and carcinogens (e.g., aminoac-historical perspective and a personal view of these ad-

vances are given below, expanding somewhat on some ridines and the reactive metabolites of some polycy-
clic aromatic hydrocarbons), and antitumor antibiot-recent results from my laboratory.
ics (e.g., actinomycin and the anthracyclines), which
bind to DNA with varying degrees of sequence selec-
tivity. Ligand binding can affect many biological1. INTERCALATION AS A MODE OF BINDING properties of DNA, including replication and tran-

TO DNA scription; in the case of intercalators, these effects
are modulated not only by the chemical characteris-
tics of the chromophore but also by the presence andThe conformational flexibility inherent in DNA is
position of substituent moieties attached to it.well reflected in the intercalation process, the basic

The lengthening of DNA on intercalation translatespostulate of which is that a planar aromatic or hetero-
into an increase in intrinsic viscosity and overall stiff-aromatic ring system becomes inserted between adja-
ening which is apparent by a decreased sedimentationcent base pairs of a DNA molecule without disturbing
coefficient. Typical Scatchard plots representing thethe overall stacking pattern. On binding of an interca-
binding of simple monointercalators to DNA are con-lator, the vertical separation between base pairs (or
cave and extrapolate to a maximum number of boundrise) is increased (Fig. 1) and the double helix is par-

tially unwound. Unwinding involves changes in the de- ligand molecules per nucleic acid base pair of roughly

FIG. 1. Intercalation model. Bifunctional agents can be obtained by bridging two chromophores through a suitable linking chain.
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279STACKING INTERACTIONS AND INTERCALATIVE DNA BINDING

0.5. This corresponds to a double helix in which filled from this early work stimulated the building of interca-
lation models in polynucleotides, and a general modeand empty binding sites alternate (Fig. 1), and illus-

trates the so-called nearest-neighbor exclusion princi- of intercalation was proposed involving formation of a
kink, that is, a sharp, localized bend that may provokeple (1). The fact that both neighboring sites on each side

of the intercalation site remain empty is an extreme the appearance of a wedge-shaped entry notch accessi-
ble from the minor groove (5). Initial formation of aexample of anticooperativity, and a structural explana-

tion was found when the details of intercalation were kink would be the result of unstacking a single base
step and rolling open the base planes, and could beunveiled by X-ray crystallography.

In the crystal structures of self-complementary di- related to the alteration of the normal C2 *-endo-deoxy-
ribose sugar ring puckering in B-DNA to a mixed puck-nucleoside monophosphates of the Pyr(3 *–5*)Pur type

complexed to simple monointercalators (e.g., the alka- ering pattern of the type C3 *-endo(3 *–5*)C2 *-endo.
These changes do actually bring about DNA unwindingloid ellipticine or fluorescent dyes such as acridine or-

ange and ethidium bromide; Fig. 2), the deoxyribose and changes in the direction of the helical axis. How-
ever, to open up two adjacent base pairs in A-DNAsugar ring of the pyrimidine nucleoside is usually in the

C3 *-endo conformation (characteristic of the monomer and create an intercalation site, it is necessary only to
increase the value of the glycosidic torsion angle (fromunit in A-type DNA), whereas that of the purine nucleo-

side is predominantly found in C2 *-endo (characteristic 147 to 807) together with the torsion angle around C5*–
O5* (from 1757 to 2257) at the 3 * end of each strandof B-type DNA). The structural parameters derived

FIG. 2. Chemical structures of some natural and synthetic mono- and bisintercalators: ethidium, ellipticine, daunomycin, echinomycin,
and triostin A, actinomycin, 8-methoxypsoralen, (/)-anti-benzo[a]pyrene trans-7,8-dihydrodiol 9,10-epoxide, and aflatoxin B1 exo-8,9-epoxide.
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280 FEDERICO GAGO

(6). These are precisely the geometrical parameters both the intercalation of the chromophore and interac-
tions between the peptide subunits of actinomycin andthat differ most from the average of those torsion

angles in uncomplexed dinucleoside monophosphate the minor groove of the DNA helix. This proposal, ini-
tially supported by Corey–Pauling–Koltun (CPK)structures.

Kinking of the DNA by minor groove intercalation space-filling models (12) and computer-assisted molec-
ular modeling (13), reconciled experimental data sug-has actually been observed not only on binding of small

ligands but also in complexes with proteins involved in gesting that recognition of the GpC site took place
through stacking interactions as well as by specific hy-transcriptional regulation (7). A single base step is

pried open by a wedge comprising two to five side drogen bonding to both guanine bases. These models
have stood up well in the light of subsequent crystallo-chains on the protein surface whose leading edge con-

sists of a single hydrophobic residue (Ile, Leu, Phe, or graphic work (14).
The use of triplex-forming oligonucleotides hasTrp), but alternative modes of intercalation are possi-

ble in different functional environments, as shown by opened a completely new field of studies aimed at the
design of sequence-specific gene regulators. Intercala-the base pair rearrangement that takes place in the

GGCC recognition element of a DNA molecule bound tors such as acridine or benzo[e]pyridoindole and
benzo[h]pyridoquinoxaline derivatives have been cova-to a methyltransferase (8). There is also good experi-

mental evidence that the Tyr residue of the heptad lently linked to these oligonucleotides to enhance their
DNA binding properties, confer on them increased re-repeat unit SPTSPSY of RNA polymerase II can inter-

calate (9), and the YSPTSPSY peptide has indeed been sistance to nuclease attack, and improve their cellular
uptake (15). The intercalating moiety has beenfound to adopt nonrandom conformations in solution

that are consistent with a bisintercalation binding attached not only at one of the ends of the oligonucleo-
tide but also at internucleotide positions, and molecu-mode (10).

Despite the evidence that the conformational lar modeling tools were found useful in this latter case
to predict the optimal length of the linking chain (16).changes associated with intercalation of small ligands

into DNA were not restricted to just the two base pairs Given that, to intercalate into a triplex, two base trip-
lets rather than two base pairs (as in duplex DNA)above and below the intercalation site, inherent un-

certainties in molecular structures modeled from must be unstacked, the subsequent stabilizing interac-
tions that must compensate for the higher-energy pen-dinucleoside monophosphate–intercalator complexes

due to end effects precluded a detailed analysis of alty associated with this process are likely to depend
on a different set of requirements (as to size, shape,changes extending beyond first neighbors. This long-

range influence was first observed in the 2:1 complex and electronic characteristics of the intercalator) from
those taking place in double-stranded helices. In fact,of the anthracycline antibiotic daunomycin (Fig. 2)

with the hexanucleotide d(CGTACG)2, and is in har- the affinity of ethidium and other simple intercalators
for triplex DNA has been shown to be lower than thatmony with the nearest-neighbor exclusion principle.

The aglycon chromophores of daunomycin are interca- for duplex DNA (15) whereas benzo[e]pyridoindole and
a series of substituted imidazothioxanthones (17),lated between the CpG sites at both ends of the duplex

so that the amino sugars occupy the minor groove. In- among other chromophores, bind preferentially to tri-
plexes.terestingly, unwinding in this complex is not associated

with the bases on either side of the intercalating ring
system but with the next two base pairs, and is limited
to just 87 per daunomycin molecule (11). 2. BINDING ENERGETICS AND MODEL

The general Pyr–Pur sequence preference exhibited
BUILDINGby simple monointercalators is overridden in the case

of actinomycin D (Fig. 2), which binds with high affinity
to GpC steps. A 1:2 crystalline complex of this antibiotic The binding of an intercalating ligand to a particular

DNA sequence depends on multiple factors. The termswith deoxyguanosine (12) revealed specific hydrogen
bonds between the peptide group of the L-threonines that need be considered include appropriate steric and

electronic complementarity of the contact surfaces, hy-and N-3 and amino N-2 of the guanines stacked above
and below the phenoxazone ring system. By placing a drophobic effects, ease of unstacking of the DNA, na-

ture of the bases flanking the intercalation site, possi-deoxycytidine-5*-monophosphate opposite the deoxy-
guanosine to form a G:C base pair and connecting adja- ble dehydration of the grooves, release of counterions,

and entropic effects. Elucidating the magnitude andcent C and G residues immediately above and below
the chromophore by a phosphodiester linkage, a GpC relative importance of all the factors involved in the

energetics of complex formation is essential for a thor-intercalation step was created. Further extension by
adding two base pairs on either side led to a hexa- ough understanding of the rules that govern high-affin-

ity binding and selection of a particular sequence.nucleotide complex which appeared to be stabilized by
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The interaction energy between a ligand L and its pendence of the stacking energy although the stability
of the stacked bases originates in the dispersion inter-receptor R (DEL–R) is determined as the difference be-

tween the energy of the complex (EL–R) and the sum of action. In addition, it was found that the sequence-
dependent variability of the total interaction energiesthe individual energies of ligand (EL=) and receptor (ER*)

in the unbound state. If the conformational energy is relatively small for the stacked base pairs, whereas
intrastrand and interstrand contributions vary morechanges undergone by both the ligand and the target

molecule on binding are neglected (as is often done significantly (18).
Less computationally demanding than conventionalwhen series of ligands are compared), the interaction

energy can be approximated by ab initio methods are those based on density functional
theory (DFT), which have become very popular in the
past few years. Although current DFT calculations pro-

DEL–R Å EL–R 0 (EL / ER), vide good dipole moments and reliable charge distribu-
tions for DNA bases, their use is not recommended for
the study of interactions between stacked base pairswhere EL and ER are the intramolecular energies of

ligand and receptor in the bound state. as present DFT functionals are not able to properly
represent the dispersion energy that originates mainlyWhen R is a DNA target molecule and L is an interca-

lating ligand, insertion of the chromophore requires from electron correlation effects (18).
Much more computationally feasible and widely ap-that the bases that make up the intercalation site sepa-

rate, which brings about conformational changes in the plicable are semiempirical methods (e.g., MNDO, AM1,
PM3) that neglect many of the integrals by introducingsugar–phosphate backbone. In addition, as a result of

the increased distance between the stacked bases, a number of empirical parameters. Although useful for
a variety of purposes, including the calculation of elec-there is a loss of dispersion and electrostatic intramo-

lecular energy in the DNA that needs to be compen- trostatic potential-derived atomic charges (20), they
use Hartree–Fock methods and therefore also ignoresated by the interactions established between the li-

gand and the DNA if intercalation is to occur. It is dispersion attraction. Thus, they cannot be used to esti-
mate base stacking interactions accurately, eventherefore important to characterize stacking interac-

tions both in nucleic acid bases and in their complexes though they appear to assess the angular dependency
of this energy correctly (21).with planar heteroaromatics, and this has been at-

tempted by both quantum mechanical and molecular Molecular mechanics force fields represent the main
category of empirical methods: molecules are treatedmechanical methods. Within the former category,

which aims at solving the Schrödinger equation, ab as classical systems composed of atoms held together
by bonds. The total energy is calculated as the suminitio calculations should in principle offer the best the-

oretical level and the most accurate results, especially of bond stretching, bond bending, bond torsion, and
attraction and repulsion between nonbonded atoms.when including electron correlation effects. The quality

of the results depends heavily on the basis set of atomic The nonbonded interaction is divided into a Lennard–
Jones part (van der Waals interaction, calculated withorbitals used (and whether or not polarization func-

tions are included) and on the extent of correlation en- pairwise transferable potentials) and a Coulombic term
(electrostatic interaction, calculated using atom-cen-ergy covered (18). Their primary and most serious limi-

tation, however, is the size of the systems to which tered point charges). Some of these empirical potentials
(e.g., AMBER 4.1) (22) have been shown to providethey can be applied, especially when the most accurate

methods are employed. For this reason most ab initio hydrogen bonding and stacking stabilization energies
of nucleic acid base dimers in reasonable agreementstudies have been performed on the free nucleic acid

bases, and both hydrogen bonding and base stacking with those calculated ab initio incorporating electron
correlation effects (18, 19). This type of assessment isinteractions have been studied. It has been noted (1),

however, that N-methylated bases are more appro- critical for checking the validity of the parameters in-
corporated in new-generation force fields that arepriate for this sort of study as the absence of the glyco-

sidic C–N bond may introduce a significant perturba- widely used in simulations of oligonucleotides and their
complexes with ligands.tion of the electronic states in the free isolated bases

(e.g., tautomerization). When used to evaluate interac- Essentially two classes of procedures have been used
on the computer for constructing intercalation geome-tion energies, it is important to realize that conforma-

tions taken from crystal structures or standard DNA tries in oligonucleotides using molecular models in
combination with computational chemistry tools. Onegeometries are not real minima on the gas-phase poten-

tial energy surface (19), and care should be taken to alternative is to extend a dinucleotide intercalation site
by fitting fragments of a canonical double helix to eachcorrect for the basis set superposition error (18, 19).

An important outcome of these studies has been that of the base pairs. The phosphodiester bonds are then
added, and the structure is progressively refined byelectrostatic interactions control the orientational de-
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gradually minimizing the empirical energy function as- lites of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (Fig. 2), e.g.,
(/) - trans -7,8 -dihydroxy -anti -9,10 -epoxy-7,8,9,10 -sociated with the molecule using a molecular mechan-

ics force field, so as to dissipate smoothly strains that tetrahydrobenzo[a]pyrene (31), or fungal products, e.g.,
aflatoxin B1 exo-8,9-epoxide (32), with DNA, to whichinevitably accompany the initial model building. An

alternative option is to start with a canonical double they bind covalently following intercalation.
The complete neglect of solvent effects limits thehelix and use internal restraints in conjunction with

energy minimization techniques to force the base pairs accuracy of the biomolecular properties obtained
from in vacuo simulations, especially in the absenceinto an intercalation geometry. Following a mixed ap-

proach, the crystal structure of a cis-syn monoadduct of NOE-derived restraints, even though use of dis-
tance-dependent dielectric models or reduced chargeof thymine and the photosensitizing intercalator 8-me-

thoxypsoralen (Fig. 2) was used to construct a diadduct models is common for dampening electrostatic inter-
actions. On the other hand, the large computationalwhich was subsequently incorporated into a DNA du-

plex (23). The resulting model predicted a substantial cost associated with the incorporation of explicit wa-
ter molecules and counterions in the simulations maykink at the site of covalent damage which was later

proved to be correct (24). Nevertheless, a problem with preclude extensive searches of conformational space.
A standard procedure to speed up the computationsmodeling techniques based on energy minimization is

that they are not very efficient at detecting minima and to minimize edge effects in MD simulations of
fully solvated systems is to treat them under periodicfar removed from the starting structure, and the final

model may not be a good reflection of reality. An ex- boundary conditions (33), so that they are sur-
rounded by identical translated images of them-treme example is the possible stabilization of extraheli-

cal structural elements by intercalators, as recently ob- selves. Care must be taken to ensure that the size
of the box is sufficiently large to avoid interactionsserved in the complex of a metalloporphyrin with the

hexamer d(CGATCG)2 (25), which was not anticipated between molecules and their periodic images (this,
on the other hand, is desirable for simulations of con-by molecular modeling techniques.

To explore the conformational space more efficiently, densed phases or crystals). Unrealistic behavior can
still be observed in simulations of DNA due to themolecular dynamics (MD) or Monte-Carlo (MC) simula-

tions can be performed. If the goal is only to obtain a high local ionic density of this molecule, the long
range of electrostatic forces, and the use of a finiterepresentative conformational sample, and no equilib-

rium thermodynamic properties or free energy changes cutoff distance in the evaluation of pairwise Cou-
lombic interactions to shorten the list of nonbondedare going to be computed, generation of Boltzmann-

weighted ensembles is not required (26). If the simula- atoms. This problem can be circumvented by applica-
tion of the recently developed particle mesh–Ewaldtions are carried out in vacuo, some restraining func-

tion is needed to prevent large-scale deformation of the method (34), which allows DNA simulations to be ex-
tended to the nanosecond time scale without signifi-DNA, particularly in the absence of experimental infor-

mation (27); distance restraints to enforce interstrand cant structural disruption. The method has been
shown to be able to accommodate interstrand phos-hydrogen bonds, positional restraints, or both are rela-

tively common. With the advent of two-dimensional phate–phosphate repulsions when tested on a DNA
dodecamer in a crystal unit cell (35), and has beenNMR spectroscopy and the development of sequential

resonance assignment strategies (28), virtually com- used to provide a reliable model of the d(TAT) triple
helix in aqueous solution (36).plete and unambiguous resonance assignments for oli-

gonucleotides and their complexes with different li- Interaction energies in ligand–DNA complexes are
commonly calculated using molecular mechanics eithergands can be obtained (29). The interproton distances

derived from nuclear Overhauser enhancement (NOE) on a single structure that is usually taken to represent
the ensemble average of each complex or along a MDmeasurements, usually defined by lower and upper

bounds, can then be incorporated into a MD simulation simulation. These approaches, however, neglect the ef-
fect of the discontinuity between the low-dielectric sol-by adding to the empirical energy function an expres-

sion for the difference between observed and computed ute and the high-dielectric solvent and do not take into
account that the electrostatic interaction term is op-data which is equal to zero if the model matches the

data perfectly. Likewise, information about NOESY posed by the desolvation of parts of the ligand and the
DNA binding site on complex formation. Macroscopicvolumes and J-coupling constants can also be incorpo-

rated into the simulation. Structural refinement of solvent models based on the Poisson–Boltzmann (PB)
equation can efficiently describe the dynamically aver-model-built DNA–intercalator complexes by using MD/

simulated annealing (26, 30) protocols restrained by aged dielectric behavior of the solvent environment,
and continuum methods based on the PB equation areNMR data has become widespread and is not restricted

to drugs. An interesting application has been to the currently used to compute the unfavorable desolvation
free energies that accompany the removal of polar anddetermination of the complexes of carcinogenic metabo-
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charged groups from water, as well as the screening The main problem is that it is not at all clear what
sequences to target.effects of the surrounding solvent (37, 38).

From the perspective of the ligand, double-helical Some well-known fluorescent intercalators, e.g.,
ethidium and acridine, were early exploited to synthe-DNA may be viewed as a rather regular exterior array

of phosphate charges surrounding an interior lattice of size homo- and heterodimers (Fig. 3) which behave as
bifunctional intercalators (42). Other dyes, such as thi-stacked base pairs which are accessible to ligand bind-

ing from either the major or the minor groove. A non- azole orange (TO) and its benzoxazole analog oxazole
yellow (YO), have also been bridged through a biscatio-specific electrostatic binding mode is expected between

the phosphates and positively charged ligands, which nic linker resembling spermine and spermidine to pro-
duce dimeric compounds (TOTO and YOYO) that formcan then be followed by redistribution to higher-affinity

sites along the DNA helix on recognition of particular stable and highly fluorescent complexes with double-
stranded DNA (43). Following a trial-and-error strat-functional groups of the stacked bases. For actinomycin

and echinomycin (Fig. 2), it has been suggested that egy, TOTO was found to exhibit site selectivity in its
binding to DNA, in contrast to ethidium homodimerthe lack of a net positive charge could be compensated

by the high dipole moment calculated for these mole- and other previous synthetic bisintercalators. The ca-
pacity for preferential binding was attributed to thecules, which arises from an asymmetric distribution

of positive and negative electrostatic potential regions thiazole orange chromophores and not to the linker as
binding of spermidine-like molecules had been pre-(39). Binding to DNA of an intercalating ligand with a

net positive charge (located either on the chromophore viously shown to be nonselective (44).
Although bisintercalation constitutes a powerful wayor on an attached side chain) will favor the release of

bound counterions, so that the observed binding con- in which a relatively small molecule can interact with
DNA and modify its structure, the complete structuralstant is likely to depend on the ionic strength. These

electrostatic aspects of ligand binding have been requirements for bifunctional intercalators to show an-
titumor activity are not completely understood. An em-treated according to counterion condensation theory or

PB models. In the former, two distinct populations pirical approach is to dimerize monointercalators that
show good antitumor activity. Thus, dimers that incor-around DNA are considered: a condensed layer, vicinal

to the nucleic acid and invariant to salt concentration, porate the 6H-pyridocarbazole chromophore of ellip-
ticine (Fig. 2) or the related 10-methoxy-7H-pyridocar-and a more diffuse, salt-dependent ion atmosphere

(40). The PB model, instead, assumes that the ions are bazolium have been prepared (45). The antitumor
activity of these dimers has been shown to dependcontinuously distributed in a single population defined

by a Boltzmann factor governed by the electrostatic strongly on the nature of the linking chain and its site
of attachment on the ring system. For ditercaliniumpotentials; in this case, the binding of a cationic ligand

leads to the redistribution of ions around each inter- (Fig. 3), probably the most interesting derivative, a
novel mechanism of action was described involving en-acting molecule. The nonlinear solution to the PB equa-

tion has been successfully used to describe the change zymes that locate and repair damaged sites within
large domains of DNA, and particularly the nucleotidein pKa of the intercalator 3,8-diamino-6-phenylphe-

nanthridine on binding to a DNA dodecamer as well as excision repair system (46). Interestingly, DNA binding
affinity and antitumor activity were found not to bethe dependence of the pKa shift on bulk salt concentra-

tion (41). correlated in this series. Furthermore, dimerization
strategies do not always lead to DNA bisintercalators,
as illustrated by the antineoplastic imidazoacridi-
nones. Although several bisimidazoacridones have3. FROM MONO TO BIS: STRUCTURE-BASED
been described with potent and selective activity

DESIGN OF BIFUNCTIONAL INTERCALATORS against colon cancer (47), their interaction with DNA
does not appear to involve bisintercalation (48). On the
contrary, the linking of two naphthalimide groups withInterest in bifunctional, or even polyfunctional, in-

tercalators originally stemmed from the possibility of a polyamine bridge led to bisnaphthalimides such as
LU-79553 (Fig. 3) (49) and DMP-840 (50), both cur-enhancing the binding constant over that of the corre-

sponding monomers. On the other hand, increasing the rently in clinical trials and displaying an improved
pharmacological profile over those of the intercalatingsize of the site occupied by the ligand can afford greater

opportunities for imposing selective binding to defined mononaphthalimides amonafide and mitonafide. DMP-
840 has been shown to interact directly with DNA andnucleotide sequences: there are only 10 unique dinucle-

otide steps at which monointercalation can take place, produce single-strand breaks. LU-79553 has been con-
clusively shown to bisintercalate (presumably from thebut for a binding site covering 4 base pairs the number

of distinguishable sequences is 136, and this number major groove), and its footprinting profile suggests a
definite preference for GpT (ApC) and TpG (CpA) steps,increases to 2080 if the binding site size is 6 base pairs.
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which is reminiscent of the recognition pattern ob- stranded DNA, with a clear preference for GC over AT
sequences (53).served with the anthracycline nogalamycin (51). Ef-

forts are currently underway to elucidate the solution The conception and design of new drugs now more
than ever rest on the availability of three-dimensionalstructure of a high-affinity oligonucleotide–LU-79553

complex by NMR spectroscopy (52). Interestingly, some coordinates of the target macromolecule. The well-
known 2:1 stoichiometry observed in the complexes ofrecently reported polyintercalating molecules that in-

corporate a number of units of the related 1,4,5,8-naph- several DNA hexanucleotides with different anthracy-
cline antibiotics offers the opportunity to link the twothalenetetracarboxylic diimide chromophore connected

in series by peptide linkers have been shown to bind drug molecules through a suitable spacer. When the
3 * amino groups of the daunosamine moieties of twoin a cooperative manner to the major groove of double-

FIG. 3. Examples of dimerization strategies: ethidium homodimer, thiazole orange homodimer (TOTO), bisnaphthalimide (LU-79553),
ditercalinium, bisimidazoacridinone (WMC26), and bisdaunomycin (WP631).
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daunomycin molecules located in the minor groove lation is possible. This high degree of preorganization
strongly suggested formation of complexes with DNAwere joined by a p-xylenyl tether (Fig. 3), a novel bis-

daunorubicin (WP631) was developed that behaves as in which two base pairs are sandwiched between the
chromophores and sequence specificity is achievedan effective bisintercalator and shows promising anti-

tumor activity (54). The complexes of WP631 with the through the establishment of hydrogen bonding inter-
actions between the alanine residues of the depsipep-oligonucleotides d(CGATCG)2 and d(ACGTACGT)2 did

indeed show the predicted binding mode, with the chro- tides (Fig. 2) and the bases in the minor groove (61).
Definite proof that the proposed binding mode was cor-mophores intercalated at the CpG steps embracing the

central tetranucleotide. However, when a daunomycin rect was provided by X-ray and NMR studies on com-
plexes between short oligonucleotides and echino-analogue bearing the amino group on C4* was dimer-

ized with the same linker to yield WP652, the complex mycin, triostin A, and TANDEM (62). The strong
affinity of echinomycin and triostin A for CpG steps isof the drug with d(TGTACA)2 showed the chromo-

phores sandwiching the GpT step in a binding mode decisively determined by a number of hydrogen bonds
between its alanine residues and both the N-3 and 2-reminiscent of that of the natural antibiotics triostin

A and echinomycin (55). amino groups of guanine. One striking feature of some
of these complexes was the sequence- and context-de-Bisintercalators with rigid linkers have also been

synthesized, aimed at crosslinking different duplexes. pendent formation of a Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding
scheme (Fig. 4) in the A:T base pairs adjacent toIn addition to being able to knot and catenate DNA,

some of them have been shown to bind in a sequence- the CpG binding sites in oligonucleotides such as
d(ACGT)2, d(CGTACG)2 , d(ACGTACGT)2, and d(AC-and structure-specific manner to X- and Y-shaped DNA

molecules (56). The dye Stains-All has also been re- GTATACGT)2, but not in d(TCGA)2, d(TCGATCGA)2

and d(AAACGTTT)2. Despite the structural evidence,ported to color branched DNA molecules differently
from linear duplexes (57). Although molecular models the reason why some purine bases rotate 1807 about

the glycosidic bond so as to adopt a syn orientationof these 4H and 3H junctions have been built (58, 59),
atomic details pertaining to their interaction with this relative to the sugar remained unclear. Detailed com-

putational analysis of the complexes of echinomycinsort of intercalators remain to be determined.
and the DNA tetramers d(ACGT)2 and d(TCGA)2 in
aqueous solution using MD simulations allowed us (63)
to propose that (i) the dipole moment of an A:T base4. MOLECULAR BASIS OF SPECIFICITY IN
pair increases from a value of about 2 D in the Watson–

BINDING OF INTERCALATORS TO DNA Crick conformation to more than 5 D in a Hoogsteen
arrangement (Fig. 4), (ii) the quinoxaline-2-carboxa-
mide chromophore of echinomycin and triostin has aWhen DNA–ligand complexes are subjected to the

action of reagents that degrade DNA, such as DNase high dipole moment of about 4 D (Fig. 4), later con-
firmed by experiment (64), and (iii) when HoogsteenI, and the DNA is electrophoresed on a high-resolution

polyacrylamide gel, sites protected by the ligand from base pairs are observed, stabilization most likely arises
from an improved electrostatic interaction betweencleavage show up as blank spaces on the autoradio-

graph of the gel. These so-called footprints are taken these stacked systems due to the antiparallel arrange-
ment of their respective dipole moments (Fig. 5).as evidence of preferential binding, and footprinting

studies are very useful in showing the sequence prefer- Drug-induced Hoogsteen pairing is not restricted
to A:T base pairs. In the crystal structure ofence of many antitumor antibiotics that bind to DNA

or synthetic polynucleotides (60). By use of these tech- d(GCGTACGC)2 with two triostin A molecules bound
(62), the terminal G:C base pairs flanking the quinoxa-niques, characteristic patterns of nucleotide sequence

selectivity were early recognized for a family of quinox- line rings also display this alternative scheme. More-
over, comparison of the solution complexes of echino-aline antibiotics and derivatives that were shown to

intercalate bifunctionally into DNA via the minor mycin with either d(GCGC)2 or d(CCGG)2 by NMR
spectroscopy reveals that the terminal G:C pairs in thegroove (61). A starting point for confirming the pro-

posed binding mode as well as the origin of specificity d(GCGC)2 complex, which are Watson–Crick paired at
neutral pH, shift to Hoogsteen pairing as the pH isfor members of this class of compounds was provided

by the crystal structures of triostin A (Fig. 2), whose lowered, whereas no Hoogsteen base pairs are observed
in the d(CCGG)2 complex at any pH (65). The need forcanonical binding site is CpG, and its demethylated

derivative TANDEM, which binds with high affinity an acidic pH is related to the fact that a Hoogsteen
hydrogen bonding mode in G:C pairs requires the pro-to TpA steps. Although the quinoxaline-2-carboxamide

chromophores do not appear to have intercalative prop- tonation at the N-3 of the cytosine base. The observed
conformational preferences in these complexes also ap-erties per se, they are held by the cyclic depsipeptide

backbone in a position such that simultaneous interca- pear to arise mainly from differential stacking interac-
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tions in which the electrostatic component is shown to poxanthine) leads to the predicted loss of echinomycin’s
specificity for CpG steps, introduction of an extraplay a dominant role (66).

A rather unexpected result from the analysis of all amino group in the minor groove of AT regions [by
replacing adenine with 2,6-diaminopurine (DAP)] fa-of these complexes was that the dipole moments of the

G:C base pairs sandwiched between the chromophores vors high-affinity binding of echinomycin to any pyrim-
idine–purine (YpR) combination other than the usualof the drug, which are also notably high (m É 5 D) in

a Watson–Crick conformation (Fig. 4), give rise to an CpG step (68).
To explore to what extent hydrogen bonding andunfavorable electrostatic stacking interaction with the

quinoxaline-2-carboxamide groups. This led us to think stacking interactions play a role in determining the
binding preferences of echinomycin, we generated a se-that modulation of the dipole moments of the interca-

lating chromophores could be an additional element to ries of molecular models for the 1:1 complexes of echino-
mycin with standard and modified DNA sequences tobe taken into account in the recognition process; in fact,

different studies had already shown that the sequence evaluate the different contributions to their relative
stability (64). The complexes of echinomycin with 13recognition properties of these substances can be radi-

cally altered by defined changes not only in the depsi- double-helical DNA hexamers were built based on the
solution structure of a complex between CysMeTAN-peptide ring structure (as in going from triostin A to

TANDEM) but also in the chromophores themselves DEM and d(GATATC)2 (69). The choice of this template
was guided by the fact that this is the only experimen-[e.g., bis-7-chlorotriostin A binds very tightly to poly

(dA)rpoly(dT)] (67). Following an approach equivalent tally determined structure formed between a quinoxa-
line antibiotic and an oligonucleotide in which all theto site-directed mutagenesis in proteins, the structure–

affinity relationships for this class of intercalating li- base pairs are Watson–Crick paired. The models were
intended to represent sections of longer DNA frag-gands were expanded by introducing site-specific modi-

fications into a DNA fragment. These experiments ments for which there is no evidence of Hoogsteen pairs
at internal positions surrounding CpG binding sites. Ashowed that whereas removal of the exocyclic amino

group of guanine (by replacement of this base with hy- common terminal G:C base pair on both 5* and 3 * ends

FIG. 4. Dipole moments (boldface arrows) of (a) an A:T base pair in both Watson–Crick and Hoogsteen pairing arrangements, (b) a G:C
base pair in Watson–Crick conformation, and (c) the quinoxaline-2-carboxamide chromophore of triostin and echinomycin (63, 64). The
dipole moments of individual bases are drawn as light arrows, and all vectors have their midpoints centered on the geometrical center of
the system considered.
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was added to the central tetranucleotide so as to avoid consonance with available data from footprinting ex-
periments and supported our previous hypothesis that,possible end effects on the central region where the

most intimate interactions with the drug take place. in addition to the crucial intermolecular hydrogen
bonds in the central region, an important role in modu-The hexanucleotides studied were grouped into four

different categories: (i) a first family of general se- lating the binding specificity of this class of bisinterca-
lating agents is played by the stacking interactions in-quence d(GAXZTC)2, where the central XpZ step was

CpG, TpA, GpC, or ApT; (ii) a second subset of volving the quinoxaline-2-carboxamide chromophores
of the drug and the DNA base pairs. The importanced(GXCGZC)2 sequences, where the canonical CpG cen-

tral step was conserved and the X–Z combinations of the stacking term was most clearly seen when se-
quences with similar minor groove environments werewere T–A, G–C, and C–G; (iii) three modified DNA

sequences in which inosine substituted for guanosine compared (e.g., CpI vs TpA or CpG vs TpD) and detailed
energy decomposition was performed. The importantin either one or both strands [d(IACITC)rd(GACGTC),

d(GACGTC)rd(IACITC), and d(IACITC)rd(IACITC)]; role played by the stacking interactions, which is par-
tially masked by the more prominent hydrogen bondingand (iv) three modified DNA sequences containing DAP

(D) in place of adenine [d(GDTDTC)2, d(GDTGTC)r interactions, manifests itself most dramatically at TpD
and CpG central steps in the modified DNA containingd(GDCDTC), and d(GDCDTC)rd(GDTGTC)]. The

whole set of sequences thus contained every combina- DAP:T pairs in place of standard A:T base pairs. These
two sequences present a similar minor groove environ-tion of YpR and RpY binding sites experimentally

probed by echinomycin and was expected to provide ment, and the differences in their binding affinities for
echinomycin are a reflection of the distinct stackinginformation not only on all the possible hydrogen bond-

ing arrangements between the depsipeptide and the properties of DAP:T and G:C base pairs, which favor
binding of this antibiotic to a TpD step over the canoni-DNA atoms in the minor groove but also on the stack-

ing interactions between the quinoxaline-2-carboxa- cal CpG step.
A qualitative description of the electrostatic stackingmide system and any DNA base pair.

Examination of the ligand–receptor interaction en- interactions reported above that improves on the sim-
ple representation of dipole moments can be formu-ergies showed that the different hexamers could be

readily clustered into two distinct families with respect lated based on interpretation of the molecular electro-
static potentials (MEPs) of the stacked systems, i.e.,to their affinity for echinomycin: a first subset of good

binding sites presenting both a central dinucleotide hydrogen-bonded base pairs and drug chromophores.
A color-coded graphical representation of the MEP onstep endowed with full hydrogen bonding capabilities

in the minor groove and a base pair arrangement that a plane close to the recognition surface is particularly
useful to visualize charge distributions and to under-gives rise to an overall favorable stacking interaction

with the quinoxaline chromophores, and a second sub- stand electrostatic complementarity and repulsive in-
teractions (70). To this end, a cubic lattice is definedset of excluded sites sharing poorer hydrogen bonding

possibilities and overall weaker interactions with the and at each point surrounding the molecule the electro-
static energy between the molecule and a unitary posi-quinoxaline-2-carboxamide systems. This result was in
tive point charge is calculated (71). The resulting MEP
values are then contoured as a two-dimensional slice
1.7 Å below or above the plane of the ring atoms as it
is approximately at this distance that van der Waals
contacts take place between successive base pairs or
between a base pair and a drug chromophore. For a
G:C pair, for example, the most negative MEP region
is found in the surroundings of the N-7 and O-6 atoms
of guanine, whereas the most positive MEP region is
located around the cytosine ring.

This computational approach to the study of binding
specificity and induced conformational changes was
then extended to ditercalinium (Fig. 3), a synthetic bi-
functional intercalator with antitumor activity. The
pyridocarbazolium rings of this drug intercalate into
each of the contiguous CpG steps of a d(CGCG)2 oligo-
nucleotide, as shown by both NMR spectroscopy (72)

FIG. 5. Antiparallel arrangement of the dipole moments (arrows) and X-ray crystallography (73). In contrast, binding ofof quinoxaline-2-carboxamide (shaded) and a terminal A:T base pair
this drug to d(GCGC)2 shows one ring intercalated atin Hoogsteen conformation as found in the complex of echinomycin

with d(ACGT)2 (63). the CpG step and the other stacked on top of one of
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the external base pairs (72). In both complexes, the in two derivatives that cannot form hydrogen bonds
with the 2-amino groups of guanine: 2-aminophenoxa-bis(ethylpiperidinium) linker lies diagonally across the

major groove, and the convex edge of each chromo- zin-3-one and actinomine, an actinomycin analogue in
which the cyclic pentapeptides (Fig. 2) have been re-phores is oriented toward the minor groove. Visualiza-

tion of the MEP calculated for the positively charged placed with N,N-diethylethylenediamine side chains
(76). The recent finding that the sequence specificitychromophore of ditercalinium and for a G:C base pair

in Watson–Crick conformation initially suggested that of actinomycin drastically changes from the standard
GpC site to any other 5*-purine–pyrimidine-3 * (RpY)the orientation of the intercalated chromophores would

determine good electrostatic complementarity with the step different from GpC when DAP substitutes for ade-
nine in a tyrT DNA fragment (68) strongly supportscentral G:C base pairs clamped by the drug but electro-

static repulsion with the G:C base pairs that make up the intervention of additional elements of recognition
apart from the hydrogen bonds and prompted us tothe boundaries of the bisintercalation site, the orienta-

tion of which is reversed (70). When we analyzed the investigate the stacking interactions involved. In con-
trast to the quinoxaline-2-carboxamide chromophoresintermolecular interactions present in the crystal

structure of ditercalinium bound to d(CGCG)2 and in of echinomycin, the phenoxazone-1,9-dicarboxamide
chromophore of actinomycin D (Fig. 2) does not have athe modeled complexes in solution of ditercalinium and

a more flexible analogue bound to d(CGCGCG)2, we marked dipolar charge distribution. Instead, the two
carboxamide groups attached perpendicularly to theconcluded that complex stabilization was strongly de-

pendent on the electrostatic contributions to the stack- aromatic ring system and in opposite orientations give
rise to two alternate negative and positive electrostaticing energies between the 10-methoxy-7H-pyridocarba-

zolium rings and the DNA bases sandwiched between potential regions above and below the plane of the chro-
mophore (39). To gain a more detailed understandingthem (74). These stacking specificities for the central

GpC step are in concert with the attractive electrostatic of the interactions that govern the sequence-specific
binding of actinomycin to DNA, we built molecularinteractions between the protonated nitrogens of the

linkers (Fig. 3) and the N-7 and O-6 atoms of guanines models of 14 double-helical DNA hexamers with the
drug intercalated at the central dinucleotide step, us-which shape two regions of very negative electrostatic

potential in the major groove. The summation of these ing as template the X-ray crystal structure of the acti-
nomycin–d(GAAGCTTC)2 complex (14). The complexeseffects is that the sandwiched base pairs are very effec-

tively stapled by the drugs, irrespective of the hydrogen studied varied in composition at the central intercala-
tion step, in flanking sequences, and in the presence ofbonding potential of the linkers, which appeared to be

substantially reduced in the aqueous medium due to DAP:T pairs in place of G:C pairs, so as to contemplate
all possible hydrogen bonding arrangements betweencompeting interactions with water. On the other hand,

the electrostatic interactions between the chromo- the drug and the DNA minor groove as well as all possi-
ble combinations of stacking interactions (39). A goodphores and the base pairs that delimit the bisintercala-

tion site are repulsive and may be largely responsible correlation was found between the intermolecular in-
teraction energies calculated for the refined complexesfor the notable structural features reported for these

complexes in the solid state (73). and the relative preferences of actinomycin binding on
standard and modified DNA. These energies were de-The consistent picture emerging from these computa-

tional studies is that intercalating chromophores composed into van der Waals and electrostatic compo-
nents and further broken down into interactions in-should be viewed not as simple hydrophobic plates that

become sandwiched indiscriminately between the base volving the chromophore and the peptidic part of the
antibiotic. When the resulting energy matrix was sub-pairs but as molecular fragments that show marked

orientational preferences in their stacking interac- jected to principal component analysis, it was shown
that actinomycin D does indeed discriminate amongtions. Due to the distinct electrostatic properties of G:C

and A:T base pairs (70), it would appear that additional different DNA sequences by an interplay of hydrogen
bonding and stacking interactions. Whereas the elec-sequence selectivity can be achieved for bisintercala-

tors by combining specific groove interactions with judi- trostatic and hydrogen bonding interactions of the pep-
tides dominate the discrimination between G:C- andcious modulation of the electronic properties of the in-

tercalating chromophores. A:T-containing sites, the importance of the stacking
term increases for distinguishing among G:C-con-In line with this reasoning is an early report that

demonstrates a correlation between specificity of bind- taining sites, such as GpC, GpG, and CpG, and becomes
crucial for favoring DpT over GpC central steps.ing to G:C base pairs and polarizability of the chromo-

phore in a series of monointercalating heteroaromatic The interaction energies reported above do not take
into account the changes in energy undergone by eitherligands lacking special hydrogen bonding functions

(75). As a matter of fact, the specificity of actinomycin the drug or the DNA molecules on binding. For the
ligands, these changes are usually small and of similarD for guanine over the other common bases is retained
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magnitude for all the complexes considered. The situa- Moreover, the helical twist at dinucleotide steps ap-
pears to be inversely related to the roll angle; that is,tion for the DNA molecules can be rather different,

but an accurate computation of these energy values is a lower average twist is usually correlated with an in-
creased positive roll, especially at Pyr–Pur steps (81).hampered by uncertainties regarding their particular

conformation in the unbound state. As described below, The possibility exists, therefore, that intercalation at
certain sequences be based, at least in part, on thethe sequence-dependent microheterogeneity of this bio-

polymer is becoming more and more apparent (2), and inherent tendency of some dinucleotide steps to un-
derwind and roll and/or on the predilection of a particu-the possibility exists that intercalation at certain se-

quences is favored because of the inherent tendency of lar DNA sequence toward specific helical distortions.
In fact, two early attempts to use an empirical potentialsome dinucleotide steps to underwind and roll.
energy function to study the interaction of several in-
tercalating ligands with the base-paired dinucleoside
monophosphates GpC and CpG (82) revealed that the5. INTERCALATION IN RELATION TO
known preference of many intercalators for the 5*-Pyr–

ANATOMY OF DNA MOLECULE Pur-3 * isomer sequence was accounted for by the differ-
ences found in the electrostatic component that accom-
panies unstacking rather than by the calculated inter-If we are to understand the principles underlying the

intercalation of small ligands between DNA base pairs, molecular interaction energies.
A large body of theoretical work has consistentlywe should improve our knowledge of the rules that dic-

tate the conformational preferences of individual steps. demonstrated that the position of the energy minima
for two stacked bases is not necessarily at the anglesTo shed light on the choice of target sequence at which

intercalation takes place, useful information can be ob- the successive base planes assume in a regular double
helix (83). Moreover, in many cases, this optimal posi-tained from the analysis of dinucleotide geometries

taken from databases of DNA crystal structures, such tion is not compatible with the constraints imposed by
the sugar–phosphate backbone, which highlights theas the Nucleic Acid Data Base at Rutgers University

(77; NDB: http://ndbserver.rutgers.edu:80/). Work interplay that takes place in a DNA molecule between
stacking and backbone conformational preferences.aimed in this direction necessarily starts with use of

a common nomenclature for describing the structural The largest attractive contribution to stacking is the
dispersion energy, which is dependent mostly on theparameters of nucleic acids and valid mathematical ex-

pressions for calculating them (78). According to the extent of base overlap. The electrostatic energy, which
depends on the polarity of the charge distributionCambridge convention (79), six parameters are used to

define the orientation of one base pair relative to the across the stacked base pairs, is generally weaker than
the van der Waals energy (dispersion / repulsion) butother (twist, rise, roll, slide, tilt, and shift) and six more

to define the relative orientation of the bases within is the major contributor to the stacking dependence on
orientation and composition of the respective bases (18,each base pair (opening, stagger, propeller twist,

stretch, buckle, and shear). Systematic analyses of the 83, 84) and largely modulates interstrand cross-inter-
actions (19). The sequence-dependent local variabilityDNA structures deposited with the NDB have revealed

that of all these parameters, those that show large vari- of DNA would thus be the result of a rather delicate
balance between intrastrand and interstrand contribu-ations are slide (relative translation of the base pairs

about the long axis of the base step), roll (relative rota- tions (19, 21).
A simple molecular model that represents the nucleiction of the base pairs about the long axis of the base

step), twist (relative rotation of the base pairs about acid bases as a positively charged s framework sand-
wiched between two regions of negatively charged p-an axis perpendicular to the plane of the base step),

and propeller twist (relative rotation of the bases about electron density has been very successful in correlating
calculated interaction energies with the preferredthe long axis of the base pair). In fact, the three major

conformational families of DNA molecules (A, B, and geometries of all ten dinucleotide step types and pro-
vides insight into the origins of the major trends foundZ) can be separated on the basis of their distinct values

of slide, roll, and twist. in DNA crystal structures (84, 85). An extension of this
approach including the sugar–phosphate backbone toDifferent attempts, ranging from simple functions

related to steric clash (80, 81) to more complex energy couple the conformational behavior of neighboring
steps could be useful in understanding the sequence-calculations, have been made to link the primary chem-

ical structure of DNA to the three-dimensional features selective binding of mono- and bisintercalators. For ex-
ample, it has been proposed (85) that unwinding is aof base pair architecture. Thus, relative to other dinu-

cleotide steps, CpG, GpG (ÅCpC), ApT, ApG (ÅCpT), way to accommodate the opposed conformational tend-
encies of adjacent TA and AT steps. This can be im-and, to a lesser extent, ApA (ÅTpT) steps have been

shown to have lower than average twist values (81). portant for the origin of replication at the TATA box,
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but could also account for the highly cooperative bind- Electrostatic interactions between molecules in solu-
tion are largely offset by changes in solvation of bothing of TANDEM to poly[d(ATAT)2] or could explain

why the binding of two molecules of echinomycin to the ligand and the DNA on binding. To approximate
calculated and experimental values, the energy penaltyd(ACGTACGT)2 and d(ACGTATACGT)2 is coopera-

tive, but binding to d(TCGATCGA)2 is not (62). It has associated with desolvation of the interacting surfaces
should also be included in the computation of the bind-also been suggested that binding of ditercalinium to

d(CGCG)2 or selection by TOTO of CTAG as the pre- ing energies. Continuum methods based on the PB
equation can be used for this purpose (37, 38, 41). Alter-ferred binding sequence might be related to the facts

that ApG, in common with CpG, is one of the DNA natively, incorporation into the models of explicit sol-
vent molecules and use of free energy perturbation orsteps with the lowest average value of twist in B-DNA

(81), which presumably favors intercalation of the chro- thermodynamic integration methods (88) in the context
of MD or MC simulations can be of value in obtainingmophores, and TpA, in common with GpC, is a natu-

rally overwound step (74). binding free energy differences. These calculations in-
volve nonphysical conversions between pairs of ratherIn footprinting experiments, enhanced susceptibility

to cleavage by DNase I at sequences flanking the bind- similar molecules (either ligands or target sites in mac-
romolecules) in both the free and the bound state, anding sites of many intercalators is a common observation

reflecting that the conformational changes produced they are computer-intensive. Two thermodynamic cy-
cles may be envisaged for quinoxaline antibiotics: Aby ligand binding can be propagated over neighboring

regions. This means that the energy penalty for alter- first one, involving the disappearance of all or half of
the N-methyl groups of triostin to yield TANDEM oring DNA conformation can be distributed over several

base pairs within one helical turn. In fact, it is still a cis-methyl-TANDEM, both in the free state and in the
complexes of these drugs with a nucleotide containingmatter of debate whether the particular conformation

of a DNA region is simply the result of the combined a CpG step, would describe the loss of affinity of the
semisynthetic derivative(s) for the canonical bindingintrinsic features of individual steps (possibly modu-

lated by the environment) (86) or there is a definite step for quinoxaline antibiotics. A second one could
study the decreased binding of triostin A or echino-influence of flanking sequences on base pair geometries

(87). Understanding these issues in detail may influ- mycin when each 2-amino group of the guanines that
make up its preferred CpG step is mutated to a hydro-ence our choice of sequence to be targeted by rationally

designed ligands. gen atom so as to yield two inosine residues. This strat-
egy was successfully used in the computational study
of netropsin binding to the minor grooves of poly[d(IC)]r

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS poly[d(IC)] and poly[d(GC)]rpoly[d(GC)] (89) and, even
though binding free energies have not been determined
for any of these quinoxaline antibiotics, qualitativeDifferent sorts of computations can be of help in ra-

tionalizing the known sequence-dependent binding of agreement with experiment should be possible.
Finally, there are still tremendous voids in our un-several intercalating ligands and in uncovering the ori-

gin of the conformational changes that accompany com- derstanding of how existing drugs that are known to
interact with DNA really do work (90), although theplex formation. Stacking interactions can be regarded

as a more ‘‘hidden’’ element of recognition compared gap is being progressively narrowed by spectacular ad-
vances in the molecular biology and crystallography ofwith interactions with the functional groups readily

accessible from the minor and major grooves. In partic- DNA-binding proteins (7). It is hoped that the near
future will provide us with details of ternary complexular, the directional aspects of the electrostatic contri-

bution to stacking interaction energies appear to make formation with DNA topoisomerase II, helicase, or any
other enzyme the activity of which is impaired or al-them much more important for inducing structural

changes and accounting for specificity patterns than tered by drug binding.
their absolute magnitudes would in principle suggest.

It is also worth bearing in mind that for optimal
intercalative binding, especially in the case of bisinter-
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